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Teacher Notes
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Dear Teachers,

Thank you for purchasing this resource. I created these logic & brain 
games as a fun activity to give to your students during Christmas (or 
anytime for enrichment). The games are Christmas-themed and ask 
your students to solve some problems that might pop up during the 
holiday. The puzzles include a holiday tree math game, lining up 
reindeer replacements, helping Santa match children with their wish 
list, sorting out a classroom gift exchange, helping elves find their 
station in Santa’s workshop, and finding enough singers to perform a 
school’s holiday program, etc.

These games will test your students’ critical thinking and math skills. They 
are challenging enough to make your students think. However, I’ve 
designed these games to be very straightforward so that your students 
will also be successful. Additionally, I’ve incorporated important math 
concepts to provide your students with review and practice.

Review of Important Math Concepts:
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Deductive reasoning



Ten Christmas-Themed Logic Puzzles: 
This resource contains ten logic games with answer keys. See below 
for more details about each activity.

Holiday Tree Sums: Students will use their math and reasoning skills to 
place the numbers in the correct tree ornaments.

The Big Holiday Tree: Students will use their math and reasoning skills to 
place ten numbers on the holiday tree.

Reindeer Replacements: Students will use their reasoning skills to help 
some dogs, horses, and camels replace Santa’s reindeer, who are sick 
with the flu.

Santa’s Gift Gaffe: Students will use their reasoning skills to help Santa 
figure out which gifts were on each child’s wish list.

We Celebrate Together: Students will use their reasoning skills to determine 
which dishes each student brought as part of their traditional holiday 
feast.

Santa Problems: Students will use addition, subtraction, and multiplication 
to help Santa navigate his way to the tree.

Santa’s Workshop: Students will use their reasoning skills to help new elves 
find their station in Santa’s workshop.

Gift Exchange: Students will use their reasoning skills to help 12 classmates 
identify their gifts in a gift exchange.

The Santa-Copter: Students will use their reasoning and math skills to find 
out how far Santa has to fly and the number of times he will need to gas 
up the Santa-Copter.

The Holiday Program: Students will use their math and reasoning skills to 
make sure that each song in a holiday program has enough singers.

Teacher Notes
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For each tree, place the given numbers in the circles and star, using each number only 
once. The sum of the numbers must equal the number in the middle of that section. The 

first tree has been done for you. 

12

10

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Holiday Tree Sums
Example:

Name: ______________________________________________________
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4 +
 1 

+ 
5 =

 10

4 + 5 + 2 + 3 = 14



The Big Holiday Tree
Name: ______________________________________________________

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10

6

1
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Cut out the numbers below and glue them in the circles on the tree. The sum of the 
numbers must equal the number in the middle of that section. 

20
14

8

16

23

12 17

7
11



Reindeer Replacements
Name: ______________________________________________________

Oh no! Santa’s reindeer have all come down with the flu, and he has to find some last-minute 
replacements to pull his sleigh on Christmas Eve. These replacements include dogs, horses, 

and camels. In order to pull Santa’s sleigh, they need to be lined up in the correct order. Use 
the clues below to help Santa get his reindeer replacements in the correct order. 

Reindeer Replacements

Do
gs

ho
rs

es
1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.
2.

3.

4.
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Blondie

Scout

Humphrey

Spot

Dottie

Lumpy

Rocket

Chad

Reba

Autumn

Chloe

Jeffrey

1.) Autumn and Rocket are both first in 
their section. 

2.) Rocket isn’t a dog.

3.) Autumn isn’t a dog or horse. 

4.) Reba is first in her section. 

5.) Dottie, Blondie, and Jeffrey are all 
second in their section.

6.) Jeffrey, Lumpy, and Humphrey are 
camels. 

7.) Lumpy is lined up ahead of Humphrey.

8.) Chad and Rocket are both the same 
type of animal.

9.) Scout and Spot are both last in their 
section.

10.) Dottie, Chloe, and Spot are the same 
type of animal.

clues

The Replacements

Ca
m

el
s



Sydney

Dominik

Edmund

Easton

tablet

robot 

scooter

mountain bike

football

trampoline

art supplies

bunny slippers

drone

headphones

telescope

charm necklace

1.) The children on Oldham St. asked Santa for the headphones, telescope, trampoline, 
and charm necklace.

2.) Chase asked Santa for headphones.
3.) Neither Claudia nor Aileen asked Santa for the telescope.
4.) Claudia didn’t ask Santa for the trampoline.
5.) The children on Mosley St. asked Santa for the robot, bunny slippers, and scooter.
6.) Edmund asked for the drone, and Perry asked for the mountain bike.
7.) Raymont didn’t ask for the bunny slippers or scooter.
8.) John didn’t ask for the bunny slippers.
9.) Easton didn’t ask for the football or art supplies.
10.) Dominik didn’t ask for the art supplies or tablet.

Santa’s Gift Gaffe
Name: ______________________________________________________

This year, Santa lost all the letters from the children of Manchester Town. He has their 
gifts, but he doesn’t know which boy or girl to give them to. Use the clues below to help 

Santa deliver the gifts to the correct children.

Gifts
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Children Gifts

O
ld

ha
m

 S
t.

Ca
na

l 
St

.
M

o
sl

ey
 S

t.

Clues

Raymont

Sonia

Perry

John

Claudia

Kazzi

Chase

Aileen



We Celebrate Together
Name: ______________________________________________________

Four students agreed to share traditional foods from their family’s holiday feast with the rest of the 
class. However, they all agreed that no one gets to eat until they solve the puzzle below. Use the 
clues to determine which foods each student brought to share from their family’s holiday feast.  

clues
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Ian
Hanukkah

June
Kwanzaa

Michael
Christmas

Gabriel
Los Posadas

soups

main 
dishes

sides

desserts

Desserts
Honey kugel

cannoli

SidesMain DishesSoups
Collard greens

latkes

Jerk chicken

brisket

Menudo rojo

Matzo ball

minestrone

gumbo

ham

Pork tamales

mostaccioli

Arroz verde

champurrado

Sweet potato pie

1.) Each student brought one soup, one main dish, one side dish, and one dessert.
2.) Ian didn’t bring jerk chicken, ham, or pork tamales.

3.) The student who brought jerk chicken also brought sweet potato pie.
4.) June didn’t bring ham or pork tamales.

5.) Gabriel brought the menudo rojo, but he didn’t bring cannoli or the honey kugel.

6.) Michael didn’t bring gumbo or matzo ball soup.
7.) The student who brought champurrado also brought the pork tamales.

8.) The student who brought brisket also brought matzo ball soup and latkes.
9.) Ian didn’t bring cannoli.

10.) June didn’t bring mostaccioli or arroz verde.

11.) The student who brought minestrone soup didn’t bring arroz verde.



Santa Problems
Name: ______________________________________________________

Directions:
1.) Santa starts at zero and can travel in any direction the arrows allow.
2.) Follow the arrows and perform the math operation at each stop.
3.) Complete the puzzle by making Santa’s moves total up to 40 when he reaches the 

Christmas tree.

END TOTAL= 40 

START

+8

+6

+7

×5×4

+3

-7

+7

+9

-7 +4

×2-1 -6

Santa’s at the bottom of your chimney with lots of toys, but you forgot to leave a light on for him. 
Now, Santa has to use his math skills to figure out the path to your tree. Follow the directions below 

to help Santa find your Christmas tree.
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Mail Room Runway Control room Garage

Clues:

Santa’s Workshop

1.) Each area has a manager, a helper, and an assistant.
2.) Pepper doesn’t work in the control room or the mail room.
3.) Juniper works on the runway.
4.) Fruity doesn’t work in the mail room.
5.) Sprinkles works in the same area as Juniper.
6.) Bootsy doesn’t work with Juniper or Blue.
7.) Figgy and Holly work in the same area.
8.) Blue doesn’t work in the control room or garage.
9.) Bushy doesn’t work in the control room.
10.) Jack doesn’t work with Betsy.

Name: ______________________________________________________

With Christmas Day fast approaching, Santa hired 12 new elves to help him at his workshop. Sadly, 
he lost the job assignments for each elf. Use the clues to help Santa assign the elves to the correct 

areas of the workshop.

Managers
Fruity
Pepper

Sprinkles
Betsy

Helpers
Blue

Juniper
Bushy
Figgy

Assistants
Holly
Sally

Bootsy
Jack
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Gift Exchange
Each student in Mrs. King’s class received a gift in the class gift 
exchange. Sadly, none of the gifts had tags on them. Cut out 
the class pictures to the left, and use the clues to tape or glue 

each student next to his or her gift.

Amaya Taylor

Jared

Connor

Maggie Anna

Bruno

Pawel

Halima Mrs. King

Clues:
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Name: ______________________________________________________

1.) Anna’s gift isn’t tall, but has patterned ribbon.
2.) Jared and Taylor have a short gift.
3.) Mrs. King didn’t receive a gift.
4.) Connor has the tall gift with patterned paper.
5.) Pawel’s and Jared’s gifts have patterned 

ribbon.
6.) Pawel’s gift isn’t medium.
7.) Halima’s gift has patterned paper, but it’s not 

short.
8.) Bruno’s gift isn’t tall or solid.
9.) Maggie’s gift is medium.
10.) Amaya’s gift isn’t short.



Map
5,000 miles

730 miles845 miles

North Pole Springfield-1 Greenville-4 Salem-5Lincoln-2

Starting 
Point

The Santa-Copter
Oh no! Santa’s sleigh broke down on Christmas Eve, so he has to use the Santa-Copter to 

deliver presents instead! Solve the unknown distances on the map, and answer the 
questions below.

Madison-3

4,135 miles

2,330 miles

Lincoln: 

Springfield: 

Greenville: 

Salem: 

Madison: 

Name: ______________________________________________________

1.) How far is each city from the North Pole?

2.) To complete his deliveries, Santa starts at the North Pole, visits each city in 
order from #1-5, and then returns to the North Pole. How many miles will 
Santa fly in total? 

3.) The Santa-Copter can fly 3,500 miles on one tank of gas. How many times 
will Santa need to fill up the Santa-Copter to complete his deliveries and 
return to the North Pole? 
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The Holiday Program
There are 100 students singing 5 songs in this year’s holiday program. The music teacher wants a 

total of 30 students to sing each song. Some students may sing only one song, while others will sing 
more than once. Each circle below represents a song. Use the clues to fill in the blanks with the 

number of students needed to sing each song. The total of each circle must add up to 30, and the 
total of all the numbers must add up to 100. The first clue is done for you.

Rudolph the 
Red-Nosed 
Reindeer

Jingle Bells

Deck the 
Halls

Frosty The 
Snowman

Santa Claus Is 
Coming to Town

Clues:

Name: ______________________________________________________

1.) Fifteen students sing both “Frosty the Snowman” and “Santa 
Claus Is Coming to Town”.

2.) Five students sing three different songs.
3.) Seven students only sing “Frosty the Snowman”.
4.) Six students sing both “Jingle Bells” and “Rudolph The Red-Nosed 

Reindeer”.
5.) Three students sing both “Deck the Halls” and “Rudolph the Red-

Nosed Reindeer”.
6.) Eight students sing both “Jingle Bells” and “Deck the Halls”.
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______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______

______

______

15
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12

6 12
11

8

9 15

1

4 5

3

10

2
14

6

14

12

10

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Use the following numbers:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Holiday Tree Sums
Example:

ANSWER KEY

1

3

4 5

2

5

4 3

2 1

6

1 5

2 3 4

3

1

52 6

4
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4 +
 1 

+ 
5 =

 10

4 + 5 + 2 + 3 = 14



The Big Holiday Tree
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20
14

8

16

23

12 17

7
11

ANSWER KEY

8

9 6

2 1 10

5 4 3 7

**If students are 
struggling, you may 
want to give them 

one number.



Reindeer Replacements

Reindeer Replacements

Reba

Dottie

Chloe

Spot

Rocket

Blondie

Chad

Scout

Autumn

Jeffrey

Lumpy

Humphrey

Do
gs

ho
rs

es
1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Blondie

Scout

Humphrey

Spot

Dottie

Lumpy

Rocket

Chad

Reba

Autumn

Chloe

Jeffrey

The Replacements

Ca
m

el
s

ANSWER KEY

1.) Autumn and Rocket are both first in 
their section. 

2.) Rocket isn’t a dog.

3.) Autumn isn’t a dog or horse. 

4.) Reba is also first in her section. 

5.) Dottie, Blondie, and Jeffrey are all 
second in their section.

6.) Jeffrey, Lumpy, and Humphrey are 
camels. 

7.) Lumpy is lined up ahead of Humphrey.

8.) Chad and Rocket are both the same 
type of animal.

9.) Scout and Spot are both last in their 
section.

10.) Dottie, Chloe, and Spot are the same 
type of animal.

clues



Sydney art supplies
Dominik football
Edmund drone
Easton tablet

tablet

robot 

scooter

mountain bike

football

trampoline

art supplies

bunny slippers

drone

headphones

telescope

charm necklace

1.) The children on Oldham St. asked Santa for the headphones, telescope, trampoline, 
and charm necklace.

2.) Chase asked Santa for headphones.
3.) Neither Claudia nor Aileen asked Santa for the telescope.
4.) Claudia didn’t ask Santa for the trampoline.
5.) The children on Mosley St. asked Santa for the robot, bunny slippers, and scooter.
6.) Edmund asked for the drone, and Perry asked for the mountain bike.
7.) Raymont didn’t ask for the bunny slippers or scooter.
8.) John didn’t ask for the bunny slippers.
9.) Easton didn’t ask for the football or art supplies.
10.) Dominik didn’t ask for the art supplies or tablet.

Santa’s Gift Gaffe
Gifts
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Children Gifts

O
ld

ha
m

 S
t.

Ca
na

l 
St

.
M

o
sl

ey
 S

t.

Clues

Raymont robot
Sonia bunny slippers
Perry mountain bike
John scooter

Claudia charm necklace
Kazzi telescope

Chase headphones
Aileen trampoline

ANSWER KEY



We Celebrate Together

clues
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Desserts
Honey kugel

cannoli

SidesMain DishesSoups
Collard greens

latkes

Jerk chicken

brisket

Menudo rojo

Matzo ball

minestrone

gumbo

ham

Pork tamales

mostaccioli

Arroz verde

champurrado

Sweet potato pie

1.) Each student brought one soup, one main dish, one side dish, and one dessert.

2.) Ian didn’t bring jerk chicken, ham, or pork tamales.

3.) The student who brought jerk chicken also brought sweet potato pie.

4.) June didn’t bring ham or pork tamales.

5.) Gabriel brought the menudo rojo, but he didn’t bring the cannolis or the honey kugel.

6.) Michael didn’t bring gumbo or matzo ball soup.

7.) The student who brought champurrado also brought the pork tamales.

8.) The student who brought brisket also brought matzo ball soup and latkes.

9.) Ian didn’t bring cannolis.

10.) June didn’t bring mostaccioli or arroz verde.

11.) The student who brought minestrone soup didn’t bring arroz verde.

Ian
Hanukkah

June
Kwanzaa

Michael
Christmas

Gabriel
Los Posadas

soups matzo ball gumbo minestrone menudo rojo

main 
dishes brisket jerk chicken ham pork tamales

sides latkes collard greens mostaccioli arroz verde

desserts honey kugel sweet potato pie cannoli champurrado

ANSWER KEY



Santa Problems

END TOTAL= 40 

START

+8

+6

+7

×5×4

+3

-7

+7

+9

-7 +4

×2-1 -6

ANSWER KEY
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Betsy

Blue

Sally

Mail Room

Sprinkles

Juniper

Jack

Runway

Fruity

Figgy

Holly

Control room

Pepper

Bushy

Bootsy

Garage

Clues:

Santa’s Workshop
Managers

Fruity
Pepper

Sprinkles
Betsy

Helpers
Blue

Juniper
Bushy
Figgy

Assistants
Holly
Sally

Bootsy
Jack

ANSWER KEY
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1.) Each area has a manager, a helper, and an assistant.
2.) Pepper doesn’t work in the control room or the mail room.
3.) Juniper works on the runway.
4.) Fruity doesn’t work in the mail room.
5.) Sprinkles works in the same area as Juniper.
6.) Bootsy doesn’t work with Juniper or Blue.
7.) Figgy and Holly work in the same area.
8.) Blue doesn’t work in the control room or garage.
9.) Bushy doesn’t work in the control room.
10.) Jack doesn’t work with Betsy.
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Gift Exchange
Amaya Taylor

Jared

Connor

Maggie Anna

Bruno

Pawel

Halima Mrs. King

Pawel

Bruno

TaylorAmaya Maggie

HalimaConnor

Anna Jared

Clues:
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ANSWER KEY

1.) Anna’s gift isn’t tall, but has patterned ribbon.
2.) Jared and Taylor have a short gift.
3.) Mrs. King didn’t receive a gift.
4.) Connor has the tall gift with patterned paper.
5.) Pawel’s and Jared’s gifts have patterned 

ribbon.
6.) Pawel’s gift isn’t medium.
7.) Halima’s gift has patterned paper, but it’s not 

short.
8.) Bruno’s gift isn’t tall or solid.
9.) Maggie’s gift is medium.
10.) Amaya’s gift isn’t short.



Map
5,000 miles

730 miles845 miles

865 miles

North Pole Springfield-1 Greenville-4 Salem-5Lincoln-2

Starting 
Point

The Santa-Copter

Madison-3

4,135 miles

1,095 miles

2,330 miles

1,465 miles

Lincoln: 

Springfield: 

Greenville: 

Salem: 

Madison: 

1.) How far is each city from the North Pole?

2.) To complete his deliveries, Santa starts at the North Pole, visits each city in 
order from #1-5, and then returns to the North Pole. How many miles will 
Santa fly in total? 

865 miles

2,330 miles

3,425 miles

4,270 miles

5,000 miles

14,620 miles

3.) The Santa-Copter can fly 3,500 miles on one tank of gas. How many times 
will Santa need to fill up the Santa-Copter to complete his deliveries and 
return to the North Pole? 

Santa will need to fill the Santa-Copter 5 times to make his deliveries and 
return to the North Pole.
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ANSWER KEY



The Holiday Program

Rudolph the 
Red-Nosed 
Reindeer

Jingle Bells

Deck the 
Halls

Frosty The 
Snowman

Santa Claus Is 
Coming to Town

Clues:

16

6

3

5

11

8

8

15

15

76
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ANSWER KEY

______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______

______

______

1.) Fifteen students sing both “Frosty the Snowman” and “Santa 
Claus Is Coming to Town”.

2.) Five students sing three different songs.
3.) Seven students only sing “Frosty the Snowman”.
4.) Six students sing both “Jingle Bells” and “Rudolph The Red-Nosed 

Reindeer”.
5.) Three students sing both “Deck the Halls” and “Rudolph the Red-

Nosed Reindeer”.
6.) Eight students sing both “Jingle Bells” and “Deck the Halls”.
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